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Key Takeaways
•

Governments often subsidize sports venues in an effort to attract or retain professional
teams and large events – which they expect to generate other benefits.

•

Pro sports stadiums rarely create enough new economic activity to offset public
subsidies, according to most economists and researchers.
o

New venues can generate net benefits if they create new economic activity, but in
most cases, they simply redistribute existing economic activity within a region.

o

New venues may create other costs for state and local governments, residents, and
businesses not always evident in the price of the initial subsidy.

o

Every public investment, including venue subsidies, comes with an opportunity cost –
that is, the impact of not using taxpayer dollars for something else.

•

Pro sports venues may also generate benefits that are hard to quantify – such as civic
pride or cumulative effects in combination with other local attractions.

•

Since 2021, state and local officials have committed or planned to commit $1.8 billion in
taxpayer-funded subsidies for at least five pro sports venues across Tennessee.

•

That figure includes $1.5 billion for a proposed new, covered Titans stadium in Nashville.
If approved, this would be the largest taxpayer subsidy for an NFL stadium on record.

In the last two years, state and local policymakers approved public subsidies for five professional sports
venues‡ in Tennessee – including two of the 13 now operating and replacements for three others. In this
report we answer common questions about these stadium deals, how they’re paid for in Tennessee and
beyond, and whether they’re worth it. Ultimately, each stadium deal is unique. Citizens and policymakers
at various levels of government may see it from different perspectives and should weigh the pros and
cons of each one individually.
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See Appendix Table 1 for a complete list of professional sports venues‡ either planned or currently
operating in Tennessee.

Why Do Governments Subsidize Pro Sports Venues?
Governments often subsidize sports venues in an effort to attract or retain professional teams and
large events – which they expect to generate financial benefits. Economic estimates that support
these projects often point to consumer spending and other economic activity tied to related events,
tourism, and development. That spending might support local businesses and workers, who in turn spend
more themselves. To the extent this commerce stays in the region, it’s subject to state and local sales
taxes that can support other public investments (Figure 1).
Sports teams and the exposure they bring can also create intangible goods that are harder to
quantify – like civic pride. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Pro sports can serve as a source of entertainment, help to
socialize new residents, and contribute to a sense of shared community. (6) As a result, local fans who
feel a strong affinity for their hometown team may encourage government officials to use public funds to
keep that team nearby and playing in a state-of-the-art venue. Speaking in 1996 of the deal that brought
the Tennessee Titans from Houston, Nashville's mayor said, “You don’t have to be a financial wizard to
figure out that this does not pay out very well. […] But there are so many intangible reasons.” (7) While
this report focuses on the easier-to-quantify economics of stadium subsidies, policymakers should not
discount the role of these potential intangible benefits.

Figure 1. Estimates of Stadiums' Economic Impact Try to Quantify
Direct and Downstream Effects

Direct Impact

Indirect Impact

Induced Impact

Money spent on tickets, concessions,
parking, and at area hotels and
businesses related to stadium visits.

Stadiums and area businesses
hire people and buy supplies to
meet fan/tourist demand.

Additional local spending by
people who earn money from
direct and indirect impacts.

Gross
Economic
Impact

State & Local Tax Revenues

Subsidies often result from the competition between cities (and sometimes states) for one of the
limited number of pro sports teams. For example, the NFL controls how many franchises exist and has
kept the number at 32 teams since 2002. When demand exceeds this controlled supply, teams have
more leverage to get concessions from current or would-be host cities. Recent examples of NFL teams
relocating for a new, publicly subsidized stadium or threatening to move before getting one in their current
city include the Raiders, Vikings, Falcons, 49ers, and – in 1997 – the Titans. (8) (9) (10) (11)
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How Do Tennesseans Pay for Stadium Subsidies?
In Tennessee, governments typically subsidize new stadiums by taking on debt in the form of
bonds and diverting future tax collections to pay those debts. Revenue streams used to fund these
subsidies in Tennessee include:
•

Venue Taxes – Governments can earmark taxes collected at the venue to pay for its construction
and/or maintenance. For example, state sales tax collected at Titans’ games helps to pay off the
$55 million in bonds the state took out for construction on the team’s current stadium. (12)
Similarly, $225 million in municipal bonds for the Nashville Soccer Club’s new GEODIS Park will
be paid off using local sales taxes collected on site. (13)

•

Taxes on Specific Goods/Services – Governments can levy taxes on specific goods and
services to pay for stadium subsidies. For example, Nashville recently got state approval to
increase its local tax on all hotel and motel stays – but only for the purpose of subsidizing the
construction and maintenance of a new, roofed stadium for the Titans. (14)

•

General Fund Taxes – Governments can also promise to cover debt costs from their general
operating funds. At the state level, the main general fund revenue streams are the statewide
sales, franchise, and excise taxes. At the local level, the main revenue streams are local sales
and property taxes. For example, the state’s general fund will help pay off a $500 million bond the
state plans to take out for construction of a new, enclosed Titans stadium. (15)

State and local governments can also subsidize venues with direct grants, typically from their
General Fund. Unlike bond-financed subsidies, these payments carry no long-term debt service
obligations. Recent examples from the state-level include $13.5 million for a new, relocated ballfield for
the Tennessee Smokies and $17 million for raceway grants. (16) (15) At the local level, Metro Nashville
made a $12.3 million grant toward the construction of Bridgestone Arena in addition to issuing $155
million in bonds. (17)

What Stadiums Have Tennesseans Subsidized Recently?
Since 2021, state and local lawmakers have approved taxpayer-funded subsidies for at least five
pro sports venues in Nashville, Knoxville, and Chattanooga. Officials have committed or signaled a
plan to commit at least $1.6 billion for three new stadiums (Figure 2) and over $220 million for two
existing venues (excluding racetracks‡). Together, these funds will subsidize facilities for five of the state’s
15 professional sports teams (Appendix Table 1). Additional funding outside of these estimates are also
provided by local and state government for surrounding public infrastructure and ongoing maintenance
costs, among other items. (18) (19)

New Venues
•

$1.5 Billion for New Tennessee Titans Stadium: Gov. Lee and state lawmakers recently
approved $55 million in recurring debt costs for $500 million in bonds toward a potential
$2.2 billion replacement for the 23-year old Nissan Stadium. (20) The Titans and NFL plan to
contribute $700 million, which appears to leave the city of Nashville responsible for the other
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$1 billion. (21) (22) The city will use at least three different revenue streams to pay its share. First,
a new state law lets Nashville increase from 6% to 7% its local tax on all hotel stays. (14) In 2021,
the General Assembly also approved a 30-year subsidy directing local sales tax collections and
up to $10 million per year in state sales tax from inside the stadium and nearby development to
help pay for either renovations or new construction. (23)
•

$55 Million for New Tennessee Smokies Ballpark: Construction is underway for a new minor
league baseball stadium and surrounding development in Knoxville, where the Tennessee
Smokies will move from their current home at Smokies Stadium near Sevierville. In 2021, the
state gave a $13.5 million grant for the new $80 million ballpark. (16) Another $130,000 per year
in state sales tax collected at the venue would be used to pay off stadium construction debt. (24)
(25) Knoxville and Knox County will contribute about $42 million in total, funded at least in part
from local sales and property taxes collected in and around the ballpark. The Smokies’ owner will
provide nearly $6 million, and the team’s rent payments will cover another $19 million. Most
recently, the city and county approved another $14 million – not in these totals – to improve the
infrastructure around the new ballpark, including new paving, landscaping, sewer, and sidewalks.
(18)

•

$43 Million for New Chattanooga Lookouts Ballpark: State lawmakers recently diverted at
least $110,000 per year in state sales tax collected at a proposed new $86.5 million minor league
baseball stadium in Chattanooga to replace AT&T Field. (26) (26) The city and Hamilton County
will contribute about $32 million from venue-related property tax collections and other general
fund revenues. Almost $30 million will come from the team’s lease payments and donated land.
So far, the state has not funded the local governments’ request for a $13.5 million construction
grant and another $7.3 million for related environmental remediation (not included in the total
construction cost). (27)

Figure 2. Tennessee’s State and Local Governments Have Committed
or Proposed $1.6 Billion to Build New Pro Sports Venues Since 2021
Recent New Stadium Proposals in Tennessee – Construction Cost by Financing Source as of May 2022
Tennessee Titans
$2.2B Total

13%
16%
State Subsidy

Chattanooga
Lookouts
$87M Total

14%

37%

23%

34%

Local Subsidy
13%

Private
Unknown

Tennessee
Smokies
$80M Total

45%
31% 52%

32%

Note: Tennessee Smokies’ private contribution includes rent payments made to the local governments to pay off local
government bonds. Titans’ stadium local contribution is pending city approval.
Source: The Sycamore Institute’s estimates based on information from the Knoxville News Sentinel, Tennessee
General Assembly, Chattanooga Times Free Press, and the State of Tennessee. (16) (24) (25) (18) (26) (28) (27)
(20) (23) (14) (18)
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Other Venues and Related Infrastructure
•

$200 Million for Bridgestone Arena: Last year, the state extended an annual $10 million
subsidy for the arena where Nashville’s professional hockey team has played since 1998. Funded
by state sales taxes collected at the venue, the subsidy was set to expire in 2029 but will now
continue through 2049. (29) (12)

•

$5 Million for CHI Memorial Stadium: Early this year, state lawmakers approved a $5 million
public infrastructure grant for the already-completed minor league soccer stadium home to the
Chattanooga Red Wolves. (32)

•

$17 Million for a Raceway: The state’s approved budget for FY 2023 included $17 million for
Tennessee’s Department of Tourist Development for grants to raceways. (15) Although details
are not clear, media reports suggest the grant would fund the improvements needed to host
NASCAR races at the Nashville Fairgrounds Speedway. (30) (31)

Does Tennessee’s Approach Differ from Other States?
Tennessee’s approach to funding stadiums is in line with many other parts of the country. (33)
State and local governments in the United States have a long history of subsidizing major league sports.
From 1990 to 2010, 84 new venues were built for teams in professional sports leagues, with public
financing providing a significant portion of the cost. (34) While most sports stadiums were privately funded
until 1953, stadium and arena costs were 90% publicly funded between 1960-1984. (35) (36) Additionally,
the average public financial contribution to sports facility costs was $270 million for venues built between
2000 and 2017. (35) Similar debates about the economic impact and trade-offs of paying for stadiums
have occurred across most major cities and smaller towns looking to attract or retain teams.

Tentative Details on Potential New Titans Stadium
The agreement that initially attracted the Titans to Nashville makes the city legally responsible for
maintaining a “first-class” facility – which is loosely defined. That lease between the Metro Sports
Authority in Nashville and the Titans requires the city to pay costs that keep Nissan Stadium in good
condition and comparable to other venues of similar age nationally. (37) (38) (39) Each year, the city has
allocated $1 million for this purpose. (19)
In early 2022, discussions to renovate the Titans’ current stadium shifted toward building a brandnew venue. The switch reportedly came after a significant jump in the estimated cost of renovating the
team’s current home. A 2017 analysis put the cost of required capital improvements at $293 million over
the next two decades. (40) In the last six months, news reports have mentioned estimates to renovate the
existing stadium that range from $600 million to $1.8 billion. (41) (21)
Titans owners, Nashville, and the state may all share the cost of building a new stadium – most
recently estimated at $2.2 billion, and the city aims to shift maintenance costs to the team. (42)
The details of the deal as it currently stands are discussed above.
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Figure 3. Proposal from Nashville & Titans Involves More Subsidies
than Last 8 NFL Stadiums
NFL Stadiums Built Since 2008 – Construction Cost by Financing Source
$5B Total

Public (State + Local)

100%
Private

$2.2B Total
32%
Private

Private

$1.9B Total
62%
Private

$1.4B Total
39%
Private

Nashville
Proposal

Buffalo
Proposal

SoFi
(Opened 2020)

Allegiant
(2020)

$1.6B Total

$1.1B Total

88%
Private

50%
Private

$1.3B Total

Mercedes-Benz
(2017)

US Bank
(2016)

Levi's
(2014)

$1.6B Total
91%
Private

100%
Private

MetLife
(2010)

$1.3B Total

$0.7B Total

75%
Private

14%
Private

AT&T
(2009)

Lucas Oil
(2008)

Note: Some cost estimates vary slightly based on how total construction costs were calculated and how change
orders to stadium design and additional costs were incorporated. All numbers for the Nashville and Buffalo, NY
proposals are tentative.
Source: The Sycamore Institute’s analysis of public reports of stadium costs and amounts directly subsidized through
city and state funds. (43) (22) (44) (45)

While nothing is final, $1.5 billion in taxpayer-funded subsidies for the proposed new Titans venue
would be the largest pro football stadium subsidy on record in the U.S. (Figure 3). The share of
direct public subsidization of NFL stadiums has decreased over time, with one study estimating that
taxpayers paid about 75% of construction costs between 1987 and 2008 but just 25% from 2009 to 2017.
(46) As outlined in news reports, the tentative share of public financing for a new Titans stadium (about
68%) aligns more closely with venues built in the late 1990s and early 2000s than those built more
recently. Figure 3 shows publicly reported direct subsidies for stadium construction but does not include
indirect subsidies such as the donation of public land, maintenance costs, and additional infrastructure
often included in stadium deals. Often, municipal bonds used by private financiers and indirect subsidies
were not disclosed in NFL stadium deals. (43) (22) (44)
State and local taxpayers and fans paid the $264 million to build the current stadium, which
opened in 1999. The sale of personal seat licenses covered $23 million, the state contributed $55 million,
and Metro Nashville put up the rest. Tennessee directs state sales taxes collected at Titans games
through FY 2029 to repay its share of the debt, while the city relies on a mix of local sales and ticket taxes
collected at games and hotel taxes. (22)

What Economic Impact Do Stadium Subsidies Have?
Pro sports venues rarely create enough new economic activity to offset public subsidies,
according to most economists and researchers. (47) (48) (1) (49) (3) (50) (51) (52) Economic
projections associated with these developments tend to focus on gross benefits rather than net benefits
and do not often account for (2) (47):
•
•

Economic activity that would take place anyway, even without the project.
The share of project-related economic activity that exists or occurs outside of the local economy.
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•

The full costs of the completed project – for example, cost overruns, surrounding infrastructure,
maintenance, and law enforcement.

•

Opportunity costs (i.e., other investments a community could have made with the same money).

Differentiating New Projects from Replacements
Most evaluations of stadiums’ financial benefits focus on the impact of completely new venues
instead of renovations or replacements. Many benefits associated with new NFL stadiums come
mainly from the arrival of a new team. (3) It can be harder to evaluate the economic impact of a renovated
or replacement stadium because the upside is largely limited to events that the existing venue cannot
host. For example, the Titans’ current stadium often hosts concerts and other events in addition to pro
football games. The team reportedly estimates that a new, enclosed stadium could attract 15 additional
events per year, which proponents argue might include major events like a Super Bowl or Final Four
tournament.(53) (54)
Tennessee is currently looking to replace three pro sports venues that are each just over 20 years
old. Nissan Stadium in Nashville, AT&T Field in Chattanooga, and Smokies Stadium in Sevierville are all
up for replacement. While the Nashville stadium will likely be torn down, the fate of the others is unclear.
Public subsidies for the Nashville and Sevierville stadiums are still being paid off. (55) (56) In the prior 25
years, two Tennessee pro sports venues were replaced – Greer Stadium in Nashville and Tim McCarver
Stadium in Memphis (Appendix Table 1). Both were nearly 40 years old at the time of their closure and
demolition.

Redistribution, Recirculation, and Leakage
New venues can generate net benefits when they create new economic activity, but most largely
redistribute existing activity within a region. People generally have fixed entertainment budgets. For
example, households in the South consistently spend about 4% of their incomes on entertainment – or
roughly $3,000 a year, on average (Figure 4). Locals who spend money at and around a new venue may
otherwise have spent it on different area entertainments or – for travelers from within the region – in
nearby communities. (1) (2) (49) (52) Even distance-travelers’ spending isn’t always new, since out-oftown attendees at games or performances often have other reasons driving their visit to that city. In other
words, much of this economic activity would happen in the same region with or without a publicly
subsidized new venue. (3) (50) (47) (52)
Consumer spending associated with pro sports venues often “leaks” out of the local economy.
Much of the direct spending on major league sports ultimately goes to home team owners and players,
visiting teams, and the leagues themselves. Even with local owners, players, and coaches, they often put
significant money into non-local investments, spend it in other cities, or owe it as federal income tax. (2)
(3) (50) (47) States with their own income taxes may see noticeable revenue gains from the presence of
high-income personnel, but Tennessee does not have an income tax. (57)
These effects will look different based on the city, region, and state of the venue in question. For
example, a typical game or concert in Nashville may attract in-state visitors from nearby communities who
might not otherwise visit the city. This would represent new economic activity for Nashville but not for the
larger region or state. While we are not aware of specific research on the topic, events in border cities like
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Memphis, Chattanooga, or Bristol might also pull into Tennessee more economic activity that would have
occurred elsewhere.

Figure 4. Household Entertainment Spending Changes Little Over
Time
Average Annual Household Spending in the South (2007-2020)
Total in 2020 $
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (58)

Cumulative Effects
When combined with other tourist attractions, new sports venues may have a cumulative positive
effect on a local economy not captured in studies looking at marginal impact. In other words, the
whole of a city or region’s tourist destinations – including a new stadium – may be greater than its
individual parts. A new stadium may be one of many attractions that together help to create a desirable
tourist/entertainment hub that attracts new economic activity to an area. Studies focused on a new
stadium’s marginal economic impact generally will not account for these combined effects.

Figure 5. Leisure and Hospitality Has One of the Highest Job Vacancy
Rates of Any Industry
Monthly Job Vacancy Rate in the U.S. by Industry (2018-April 2022)
12%

9%

Leisure & Hospitality
Business & Professional Services

6%

Education & Health Services
All Private Industries
Trade, Transportation, & Utilities

3%

0%
2018

2019
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2021

2022

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (59)
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Employment Effects
Stadium construction and renovations can temporarily boost local employment, depending on the
circumstances. Large, publicly funded building projects are often used as a way to stimulate the
economy during economic recessions, when the demand for construction usually drops. However, there
is disagreement as to whether those projects produce the swift economic benefits policymakers seek.
(60) The benefits when the economy is strong are even less clear – especially when the construction
industry faces supply chain issues, labor shortages, rising costs, and booming demand. (61)
New spending in a region can also create permanent jobs, but tourism-related jobs tend to pay
relatively low wages and have become increasingly hard to fill. Many of the jobs available at sports
venues and nearby leisure and hospitality businesses are temporary, part-time, and/or low-paying. (52)
By the time a new Titans stadium would open, the labor market will likely look very different than it does
today. However, employers in this sector have struggled to fill open jobs in the wake of economic
disruption caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. As of April 2022, 8.9% of available leisure and hospitality
jobs in the U.S. were unfilled – one of the highest vacancy rates of any industry (Figure 5). (59)

Accounting for Other Expenses
Pro sports venues may create additional costs for state and local governments, residents, and
businesses beyond any direct subsidies for venue construction. For example, governments often
build or improve roads and other infrastructure to support large new venues. (2) Some – like Metro
Nashville did with the Titans current stadium – agree to pay ongoing maintenance costs for a facility.
Other costs to taxpayers can include expenses for infrastructure maintenance, garbage and sanitation,
security, and facility enhancements. (3) (47) Events at the venue may also create harder-to-quantify costs
and inconveniences for local residents like increased traffic or quality-of-life concerns. (52)
Large, one-time events that attract significant out-of-town spending can also carry costs and
additional subsidies that might outweigh the benefits. Major events like the Super Bowl are often
pitched as a reason for public investment in pro sports venues, and such events do sometimes follow.
However, there is debate over their economic impact based on which metrics people cite and how they
compare to baseline levels. (62) (63) In addition to new revenue, examples of potential costs include
more security personnel, transportation for attendees, parking lot construction, development of nearby
land, and event-specific tax breaks. Some Super Bowl host cities report favorable outcomes, while others
have reported losing money. (64) The amount of new economic activity may also depend on a city’s level
of activity before the event. It’s possible that a city with little tourism and high hotel vacancy rates might
see a bigger boon from large one-time events than cities that consistently attract visitors.

Opportunity Costs
Every public investment has an opportunity cost – other potential uses for the money that the
chosen use takes off the table (Figure 6). A dollar spent on pro sports venues cannot also fund basic
infrastructure, education, public safety, or tax relief – and vice versa. (2) (1) (49) (50) (47) (52) A full
estimate of a public subsidy’s economic benefit would weigh it against the potential benefits of other
plausible uses.
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Figure 6. The Opportunity Cost of Taxpayer-Subsidized Stadium
Projects
Resource

Opportunity Cost

Questions to Ask About Opportunity Costs

Stadium
Location

Other land
uses

What other private or public investments might this
location attract? What value would those alternatives
create?

Consumer
Spending

Other leisure
spending

What entertainment options might locals and visitors
spend money on without this stadium?

Taxpayer
Money

How else could policymakers use this money? What
Other ways to
public or private goods would those alternatives
use the funds
support?

Even new or dedicated revenue streams that repay stadium debts represent public subsidies with
opportunity costs. Governments often use taxes collected on site to pay their debts from building a
stadium, which some view as a user fee on the fans. In the absence of a stadium, much of that taxable
spending would likely have occurred elsewhere in a city or region. And without subsidies to pay off, the
revenue would flow instead to a state or city’s general fund to support routine public services. In contrast,
the typical new business owner does not get to apply the sales taxes they collect towards their rent or
mortgage. Ultimately, of course, the opportunity cost of diverting any new revenue also depends on many
other factors discussed in this report.
Dedicating publicly owned land and other resources (e.g., enhanced security, new infrastructure)
to stadium uses can also have trade-offs, depending on desirability for other purposes. For
example, some stadiums are built in an effort to revitalize surrounding areas that have little economic
activity, while others use land that already has high development potential. Using desirable or high-value
land for subsidized stadium developments can limit other activities – like businesses, housing, or other
entertainment options – that might have located there with or without subsidies.

Parting Words
In the last 18 months, state and local policymakers have approved a variety of public subsidies for at least
five professional sports venues across Tennessee. Every deal like this is unique and has a complex set of
considerations and trade-offs that officials at the state and local level may see from different perspectives.
When evaluating these proposals, policymakers at all levels of government should carefully consider the
potential benefits and costs.
---------‡

Our counts and the list of professional sport venues do not include racetracks because of the number and diversity
of professional racing categories and venues, which often only host a single race each year.
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Appendix Table 1. Professional Sports Venues Currently Operating in Tennessee or Replaced in
the Last 10 Years
Venue

Team

Sport

Open Date

Close Date

Location

Nashville SC

MLS Soccer

2022

--

Nashville

CHI Memorial Stadium

Chattanooga Red
Wolves and
Lady Red Wolves

USL League One
Soccer

2020

--

East Ridge

First Horizon Park

Nashville Sounds

Triple-A Baseball

2015

--

Nashville

FedEx Forum

Memphis Grizzlies

NBA Basketball

2001

--

Memphis

Chattanooga
Lookouts

Double-A Baseball

2000

--

Chattanooga

Smokies Stadium

Tennessee Smokies

Double-A Baseball

2000

--

Sevierville

AutoZone Park

Memphis Redbirds &
Memphis 901 FC

Triple-A Baseball &
USL Championship
Soccer

2000

--

Memphis

Nissan Stadium

Tennessee Titans

NFL Football

1999

--

Nashville

Jackson Generals
(team ended in 2020)

Double-A Baseball

1998

--

Jackson

Chattanooga FC

National Independent
Soccer Association

1997

--

Chattanooga

Nashville Predators

NHL Hockey

1996

--

Nashville

Nashville Sounds

Triple-A Baseball

1978

Demolished
in 2019

Nashville

Elizabethton Twins
(team ended in 2020)

Rookie League
Baseball

1974

--

Elizabethton

GEODIS Park

AT&T Field

The Ballpark at Jackson
Finley Stadium
Bridgestone Arena
Greer Stadium
Northeast Community Credit Union Ballpark
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Appendix Table 1. Professional Sports Venues in Tennessee (continued)
Venue

Team

Sport

Open Date

Close Date

Location

Tim McCarver Stadium

Memphis Redbirds

Triple-A Baseball

1963

Demolished
in 2005

Memphis

Knoxville Civic Coliseum

Knoxville Ice Bears

Southern
Professional Hockey
League

1961

--

Knoxville

Tennessee Smokies

Double-A Baseball

--

Knoxville

Chattanooga
Lookouts

Double-A Baseball

--

Chattanooga

Tennessee Titans

NFL Football

--

Nashville

Planned Replacements
Old City Knoxville Park
Future Lookouts Stadium
Future Titans Stadium

planned
2025
planned for
2023-24
planned for
2026

Note: Includes all professional sports venues currently open and those that were demolished in the last decade. Excludes racetracks because of the number and
diversity of professional racing categories and venues, which often only host a single race each year.
Source: The Sycamore Institute
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